
 

Maintaining a natural grass golf course is expensive. Indeed, they often suffer from intensive 
use and weather. Thanks to artificial grass, these problems are as good as gone and golf lovers 
can play a course that’s green the whole year round. Artificial grass is also suitable for driving 
ranges. 
 
DOMO® Golf Grass is the result of a unique production process in which separate artificial 
grass fibres are combined. This makes DOMO ®Golf Grass a quality product that is durable 
and looks natural. Dynamic, flexible and a perfect touch: the properties for the utmost quality 
and a guaranteed lifetime.  
 
A golf course is made up of various zones, each of which in turn needs a very specific type of 
grass. 
 

Parts of a hole 
 
GREEN. The 
culmination of a golf 
hole, where the flagstick 
and cup are located and 
where a golfer will "putt 
out" to end the hole.  
Greens can vary widely 
in shape and size, but 
are most commonly oval 
or oblong in shape.  
They can site level with 
the fairway or be 
elevated above the 

fairway.  They can be flat, sloped from one side to the other or contoured all around their 
surface.  Free pyle height = up to 4 mm. 
>DOMO® Sports Grass has the DOMO PARKLAND TST Green available for the 
green.  

DOMO® PARKLAND TST GREEN: THE SPEED OF THE GREEN PERFECTLY 
UNDER CONTROL 
The stimpmeter is a simple yet accurate instrument for measuring the speed of a green, which 
makes it invaluable to the golf game. The average stimp speed measured on DOMO® 
Parkland TST Green is one of its most successful characteristics. Test results have shown that 
the speed adapts perfectly to the situation; high speed for amateur games and normal speed for 
competitions. 
 
DOMO® PARKLAND TST GREEN: CONSISTANT BALL ROLL 
In order to test the putting performance of different products, it is necessary, or in any case at 
least highly recommended, to inspect the various lines along which the ball will go to the 
hole.  This gives a better idea of the shape of our grass course, with emphasis on irregular 
return stoppage and the consequences of a bad green. After inspecting the DOMO® Parkland 
TST Green on 15 different lines (left to right, right to left, horizontal, up, down, double 
breaking, depth, dip, etc., including combinations of these), it was apparent that the ball rolled 
consistently every time without sudden changes in speed. 
 
We can conclude from this that the product Parkland TST Green is perfectly suitable for 
every sort of slope on the green, which means that it is suitable for both amateur and 



professional golfers, according to the standard guidelines for the design and installation of a 
golf course. 
 
DOMO® PARKLAND TST GREEN: PERFECT ENERGY ABSORPTION BY THE 
GRASS MAT 
The formulation of a professional green in terms of impact absorption and ball collisions lies 
in the combination of a specially installed sublayer and the special design of the DOMO® 
Parkland TST Green. When a golf ball lands on artificial grass, the amount of energy that is 
absorbed by the green is dependant upon three factors, the quality of the sublayer, the type of 
artificial grass and the type and amount of the filling materials that are used. DOMO® 
Parkland TST Green scores the best test results for these three parameters.  
 
TEE. Starting off pitch area. 
Where every hole starts, from which you hit your drive or tee shot.  The teeing ground for a 
particular set of tees is two club lengths in depth.  The ball must be teed between the markers 
that define the teeing ground's width. 
"Teeing ground" refers to one set of tees.  Most courses have at least three sets of tees, some 
have more than twice that many, and the areas where several sets of tees are grouped together 
are called "tee boxes."  So tee boxes are groups of teeing grounds. 
Free pile grass height = 9-10 mm. 
>DOMO® Sports Grass has the product DOMO® PARKLAND TST Tee available for 
the TEE. 

FAIRWAY.  Landing area second shot. 
The fairway is the closely mown area that usually runs in between the tee box and green of a 
golf hole, and is the target for golfers on all holes other than par-3s (where you take aim at the 
green).  Free pile grass height = 10-13 mm. 
>DOMO® Sports Grass has the product DOMO® PARKLAND TST Fairway available 
for the Fairway. 

ROUGH. 
 The areas outside of fairways that generally features higher, thicker grass or naturally 
growing (unkept and unmowed) vegetation. 
Grass pile height= 10-20 cm or over 
>DOMO® Sports Grass has the product DOMO® PARKLAND TST Rough available 
for the Rough. 

FRINGE / COLLAR. 
A closely mowed area of grass immediately off the putting surface and surrounding the 
green.  Grass in the fringe is higher than that on the green, but is much lower than the rough 
that would be farther off the green.  Players will often still use their putters when their ball has 
come to rest on the fringe.  Sometimes called a collar, but not always accurately. Collar and 
fringe may be the same thing in many instances, but a collar is not necessarily as closely 
mowed as a fringe.  A collar may refer to a collar of rough, for instance; fringe is always 
closely mowed.  Fringe free pyle height = up to 12 mm  /   Collar = up to 40 mm. 
>DOMO® Sports Grass has the product DOMO® PARKLAND TST Fringe/Collar 
available for the Fringe/Collar.  

 


